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Abstract This paper presents a 7.5 GS/s, 4.5 bit flash

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for high-speed back-

plane communication. A two-stage track-and-hold (T/H)

structure enables high input bandwidth and low power

consumption at the same time. A sampling clock duty cycle

control technique, which allocates more tracking time to

the bandwidth-limited second T/H stage, facilitates high

sampling rates. A digital offset correction scheme com-

pensates both random and systematic offsets due to process

variation and T/H amplifier gain nonlinearity, simultane-

ously. Two test-chip prototypes were fabricated in a 65 nm

CMOS process. Experimental results of a standalone ADC

chip demonstrate 3.8 effective number of bits (ENOB) at

7.5 GS/s. The figure-of-merit (FOM) of the standalone

ADC is 0.49 pJ/conversion-step. The second test chip

combines two ADCs together in order to demonstrate a

time-interleaved ADC (TI-ADC) for use in high-speed

backplane receivers. The TI-ADC operates at 10.24 GS/s

while achieving 3.5 ENOB and 0.65 pJ/conversion-step

FOM.

Keywords High-speed � Analog-to-digital converter �
Two-stage track-and-hold amplifier � Duty-cycle control �
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1 Introduction

As demand for high data rate communication continues to

increase, high-speed backplane receivers require increas-

ingly sophisticated equalization to compensate for channel

imperfections and bandwidth limitations. In recent years, to

fully benefit from advanced digital signal processing

techniques, high-speed backplane receivers that utilize

high-speed front-end analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)

followed by digital equalizers have been proposed [1, 2].

The benefits of such ADC-based receivers are (1)

portability and design reusability, as digital circuits can be

easily reconfigured depending on channel environments;

(2) good process scalability, as digital circuits scale well

with fabrication process; (3) capability to implement feed-

forward equalization (FFE), as digitized input signals are

easily stored and delayed unlike analog signals; and (4)

immunity to on-die parameter variations and noise, as

digital circuits are more robust to on-die nonidealities.

However, designing front-end ADCs for such receivers

is not trivial [3–12]. The ADCs require high input band-

width while operating at high sampling rates in order to

support high input data rates. Low power consumption is

also critical to meet the tight power budgets of high-speed

backplane transceivers. In [13], Yang et al. suggest main-

taining the front-end ADC’s figure-of-merit (FOM) below

0.5 pJ/conversion-step for reasonable total I/O power

consumption. Although this FOM is possible for low

sampling rate ADCs, high sampling rate ADCs suffer from

bandwidth limitations associated with the input track-and-

hold (T/H) stage [3, 4, 7]. This paper describes a two-stage

T/H topology with duty-cycle control of the sampling

clock, which enables high-speed operation while achieving

a low FOM. Moreover, the high input bandwidth of the

proposed ADC facilitates time-interleaving multiple ADCs
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together (TI-ADCs) that offer even higher data rates,

making them applicable to backplane receivers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides an overall description of the proposed

ADC architecture with emphasis on how the proposed two-

stage T/H input stage and duty cycle adjustment of the

sampling clock together improve bandwidth. Section 3

then describes the circuit designs for key components of

the ADC. Finally, Sect. 4 presents experimental results

from two test-chip prototypes—a standalone ADC and a

two-way time-interleaved ADC—to verify low FOM and

high-speed operation.

2 Architecture

This paper presents a 4.5 bit, 6–7.5 GS/s front-end ADC

for ADC-based receivers. Combining a pair of ADCs

together and interleaving them in time makes the design

attractive for high data rate backplane receivers operating

at 12–15 Gbps. This section first focuses on the ADC

architecture and describes two key innovations that

improve input bandwidth and sampling rate.

2.1 Overall ADC architecture

Figure 1 shows the proposed ADC architecture, which

implements a flash-type structure typically chosen to

enable high sampling rates. A two-stage track-and-hold (T/

H) circuit at the front-end minimizes input capacitance of

the first stage. The second stage drives 22 1-bit compara-

tors that digitize the input analog signal and generate a 4.5-

bit output. The two-stage topology also buffers the sensi-

tive sampling node in the first stage from coupling noise at

the output of the second stage. A clock duty cycle con-

troller allocates more tracking time to heavily loaded sec-

ond stage to further improve the sampling rate. A reference

generator taps out differential reference voltages from a

resistor ladder for each comparator. A digital offset cali-

bration block tunes the individual reference levels to

compensate random and systematic offsets associated with

both the front-end T/H and comparators.

2.2 Two-stage T/H with sampling clock duty cycle

control

Designing T/Hs with high input bandwidth and high sam-

pling rate can be challenging [3, 4, 7]. As the T/H output

node suffers from large capacitive loading caused by

multiple comparators, a large buffer is required to suc-

cessfully track the high-speed input signal and achieve high

sampling rate. However, the large buffer adds a large

capacitive loading at the high-speed input node leading to

input bandwidth limitation, and vice versa. While buffering

up the T/H output can decoupling the high-speed input

node from the heavily loaded output node, heavy capaci-

tive loading at the output may require multiple buffer

stages leading to high power consumption. We propose a

two-stage T/H with duty cycle control to achieve high input

bandwidth and high sampling rate while maintaining low

power consumption. [14]. Figure 2 shows a conceptual

block diagram of the proposed two-stage T/H and the

sampling clock duty cycle controller. Each stage consists of

a sampling switch driven by complementary clocks, a small

hold capacitor, and a unity gain buffer. The large capaci-

tive loading due to multiple comparators (i.e., Ccomp) is

also shown at the T/H output. Figure 3(a) illustrates the

two-stage T/H operation via three waveforms that represent

(i) the input, (ii) the first stage sampler output, and (iii) the

T/H output signal. Notice that while the first stage must

track the high-frequency input signal, the second stage only

tracks a settled voltage held and driven by the first stage.

Since, the second stage only needs to reach the settled DC

voltage within the tracking time, a small buffer can be

employed in the first stage T/H. Downsizing the unity-gain
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Fig. 1 Overall ADC architecture
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buffer in the first stage T/H maximizes input bandwidth

while also reducing power consumption.

Although the two-stage T/H structure can significantly

improve T/H input bandwidth, heavy capacitive loading on

the T/H output can still limit the sampling rate. One

solution is to size up the second stage buffer (i.e., A2), but

this affects the design of the first stage (a larger A1 buffer),

degrading input bandwidth and increasing power con-

sumption. This bandwidth degradation is especially unde-

sirable for designs that time-interleave multiple ADCs to

further increase aggregate data rates. Instead, we propose

to allocate uneven tracking times to the first and second

T/H stages. Figure 3(b) illustrates the proposed sampling

clock duty cycle control technique. Allocating more

tracking time within a clock cycle to the second stage

allows more time for the second stage to drive the large

capacitive load imposed by the comparators, while pre-

serving high bandwidth and low power advantages of the

first stage. Shortening the sampling clock duty cycle by

8 % extends tracking time of the second T/H stage by 16 %

and improves the overall sampling rate by 16 %. Simula-

tion results show that the two-stage T/H and the sampling

clock duty cycle controller each consume 8 % of the

overall ADC power consumption. Embedding the sampling

clock duty cycle controller within the clock distribution

network can further reduce power consumption.

3 Circuit design

3.1 Two-stage T/H with clock duty cycle control

Figure 4 presents the CMOS circuit implementation of the

proposed differential two-stage T/H ADC front-end, where

each stage consists of a pair of pMOS sampling switches

followed by a differential amplifier. Since the input com-

mon-mode voltage is high (i.e., 0.8 V) and the voltage

swing of each differential input is small (i.e., 0.4 Vpk-pk),

only pMOS transistors are needed for the differential

sampling switches. To minimize pedestal error caused by

charge injection from the MOS sampling switches, dummy

transistors are added in next to the switches, except for the

differential inputs, which are low impedance nodes. Small

cross-coupled capacitors connected across the differential

amplifiers, relying on a few femtofarads of wire parasitics,

reduce glitching at the amplifier output due to Cgd of the

amplifier input devices. Figure 4 does not show explicit

hold capacitors because the small parasitic capacitances of

the wire and amplifier input devices suffice for high sam-

pling rates.

Figure 5 shows the circuit implementation of the

sampling clock duty cycle controller. To modify the duty

cycle of the input clock, the controller tunes rise/fall

times of the differential clocks by adjusting effective P/N

ratio of the clock buffers using a 2-bit thermometer

control code. Weak cross-coupled inverters, added to

every inverter stage, help align the differential clock

edges. Simulation results show that the 2-bit thermometer

control can shorten clock duty cycle from 50 % down to

42 % extending the tracking time of the second T/H stage

by 13 ps at 6.25 GHz. Although the additional delay cells

in the duty cycle controller increase power consumption

and jitter on the sampling clock, the controller can be

included within the clock distribution network to avoid

such penalties.
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Fig. 3 Timing diagrams of the proposed two-stage T/H a without and
b with sampling clock duty cycle control
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3.2 Comparator with offset calibration

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the block diagram of a 1-bit

differential comparator and circuit implementations of

its building blocks, respectively. Each 1-bit comparator

consists of a linear transconductor followed by two

stages of latches and a flip-flop. The linear transcon-

ductor [1] compares the differential inputs (inn and inp)

against differential reference levels (refn and refp) to

make a 1-bit decision. To minimize parasitic capaci-

tance of all 22 comparators, which can limit T/H

bandwidth, the linear transconductor employs minimum

size devices. Moreover, the linear transconductor was

chosen to buffer the T/H output from potentially large

clock feedthrough from multiple comparators firing

simultaneously. Two high gain latches [i.e., a current

mode logic (CML) latch and a rail-to-rail latch] and a

D flip-flop mitigate metastability and generate a full-

swing, single-ended output.

One drawback of using minimum size input devices in

the comparators is heightened susceptibility to on-die

parameter variations, resulting in large input-referred off-

sets. The T/H amplifier gain nonlinearity further adds

systematic offsets, as shown in Fig. 8. The solid grey line

represents simulated T/H output voltages with respect to

input voltages. The resulting T/H amplifier gain nonlin-

earity degrades towards the ends due to compression of the

buffers. Rather than struggling to design out the observed

deviation from the ideal linear relationship (dotted grey

line), it is much simpler to compensate for this systematic
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offset using a digital offset calibration circuit already

required to deal with random offsets in each comparator.

We implemented a digital calibration scheme that

employs a reference select circuit [15] shown in Fig. 9.

This circuit allows fine-grained adjustment of reference

voltages that feed each of the 22 comparators to com-

pensate for offsets. Again, the high common-mode volt-

age (i.e., 0.8 V) allows for a simple pMOS based 8:1

multiplexer that covers ±1.75 least significant bits (LSBs)

in 0.5 LSB steps. This range was chosen to cover a

majority of the offset found via simulation. The T/H

amplifier gain nonlinearity determines the median refer-

ence voltage for each comparator. Referring back to

Fig. 8, the X’s correspond to median voltage levels for

each of the comparator references to account for sys-

tematic T/H amplifier gain nonlinearity. The black bars

illustrate the calibration range. Finally, the digital cali-

bration scheme also includes a static comparator reas-

signment technique [16] to constrain the size of the

reference select circuit, but still compensate for worst-

case offsets that extend beyond the calibration range.

4 Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ADC, two

test-chip prototypes were implemented—(1) a standalone

ADC chip to measure ADC-only performance and (2) a

two-way TI-ADC chip to verify ADC performance when

used for high-speed backplane receiver applications, which

often employ time-interleaved architectures to achieve

higher sampling rates. Both test chips were fabricated in a

65 nm CMOS process.

4.1 Standalone ADC

Figure 10 shows a die photograph of the standalone ADC

chip, which consists of a core ADC and a serial interface.

The combination of a two-stage T/H, clock duty cycle

control technique, and digital offset calibration enables the

ADC to utilize small size transistors, significantly reducing

the core area. As a result, the ADC core area occupies only

0.01 mm2.

Figure 11 illustrates a simplified block diagram of the

test setup used to measure the standalone ADC. Raw 22

thermometer-coded comparator outputs—before ther-

mometer-to-binary code conversion—are used for analysis.

To avoid a large number of pins, the test chip was designed

to only drive out three comparator outputs at a time using

three on-chip 8:1 multiplexers. Perfect synchronization

between the clock and input signals allows reconstruction

of the full ADC output by combining results from eight

separate runs of the same experiment. Unfortunately, sta-

bilizing the timing between two high-frequency signal

generators proved difficult even with improved synchro-

nization utilizing a 10 MHz rubidium source. A slow phase

drift between the input and clock signals led to a significant

amount of errors when comparator outputs measured at

different times were combined together to reconstruct the

full ADC output. To work around this phase drift issue, we
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instead simultaneously measured two comparator outputs

and the input signal, along with a divided down version of

the ADC’s sampling clock signal, which was used as the

trigger signal for the oscilloscope. Then, multiple mea-

surements of all comparator outputs were realigned with

respect to the time difference between the input and trigger

signals. Even with this realignment, the ADC performance

reported in this section may be pessimistic due to imper-

fections (e.g., residual phase errors) in the test setup.

Figure 12 plots the measured ADC linearity before and

after digital offset calibration. The comparator offsets are

manually calibrated using the reference select circuit. Only

random offsets due to device mismatch remain because the

systematic offsets caused by T/H buffer nonlinearity was

compensated prior to fabrication by pre-distorting the

median of the reference level connections. When com-

parator offsets turned out to be larger than ±1.75 LSB,

comparator reassignment takes care of comparators with

offsets that extend beyond the calibration circuit’s range.

With offset calibration, the differential nonlinearity (DNL)

and integral nonlinearity (INL) improve from 3.4 to

0.35 LSB and from 2.6 to 0.38 LSB, respectively.

To verify the advantages of sampling clock duty cycle

control for the proposed two-stage T/H, ADC performance

was measured across wide ranges of input frequencies and

sampling rates. Figure 13(a) plots the signal-to-noise-and-

distortion ratio (SNDR) of the proposed ADC across dif-

ferent sinusoidal input frequencies measured at 6 GS/s.

Since the two-stage T/H structure enables high input

bandwidth, the ADC achieves 25 dB SNDR up to 6 GHz

input frequency. Figure 13(b) shows the SNDR across

different sampling rates with Nyquist frequency inputs that

cause large and frequent swings at the second T/H output.

Consequently, Nyquist frequency inputs stress the second

stage bandwidth limitation that degrades ADC sampling

rate. As expected, with 50 % sampling clock duty cycle

(i.e., duty cycle ctrl. = 00), SNDR degrades as sampling
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rate increases due to second stage T/H bandwidth limita-

tions. Measurement results for the proposed sampling clock

duty cycle control technique (i.e., duty cycle ctrl. = 01 and

11) verify that the proposed technique can improve ADC

performance at high sampling rates by allowing more

tracking time at the bandwidth-limited second T/H stage.

At 7.5 GS/s, the SNDR improves by 1.3 dB, achieving

24.5 dB, which translates to 3.8 effective number of bits

(ENOB). The power consumption at this operating point

was only 52 mW from a 1 V supply, which translates to

0.49 pJ/conversion-step FOM.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the standalone

ADC and compares this work to state-of-the-art ADCs.

Since this standalone ADC does not employ time-inter-

leaving, the table only lists ADCs that also do not imple-

ment a time-interleaved architecture. As the two-stage T/H

with duty cycle control significantly improves sampling

rate, the proposed ADC achieves the highest sampling rate.

Moreover, as the proposed two-stage T/H structure and

minimum sized transistors in the comparators enable very

high input bandwidth, the proposed ADC achieved effec-

tive resolution bandwidth higher than 6 GHz. This is more

than 92 higher compared to the highest input frequencies

reported in prior arts. Such high input bandwidth enables

using this standalone ADC in a time-interleaved structure

for high-speed backplane receivers discussed in the next

section.

4.2 Two-way time-interleaved ADC

To emulate high-sampling-rate operation of a front-end

ADC used in a high-speed backplane receiver, two iden-

tical standalone ADCs were time-interleaved (TI-ADC),

operating off of alternating clock phases, and integrated

together in a single chip. Figures 14 and 15 show the die

photograph and block diagram of the two-way time-inter-

leaved ADC test-chip prototype, respectively. Since read-

ing out high-data-rate outputs from both ADCs in real-time

is challenging, we implemented an on-chip acquisition

memory. Once the high-speed ADC outputs are stored in

the acquisition memory, they can be slowly read out using

a serial interface (i.e., readout controller). As shown in

Fig. 15, each of the two time-interleaved ADCs is con-

nected to an acquisition memory that can store up to 128

samples. Therefore, the two time-interleaved acquisition

memories can collectively save up to 256 consecutive

samples. The operation of the on-chip acquisition memory

is as follows. Lowering the RESET signal enables the main

shift register by forwarding the clkmem signal to the clock

signal of the main shift register (i.e., clksr). Once enabled,

the main shift register samples the ADC output and stores

the value every clksr cycle. Since the memory depth is 128,

the main shift register only keeps the most recent data

sampled within 128 clksr cycles and discards all other data

samples.

In order to evaluate performance of the TI-ADC as a

front-end ADC of a backplane receiver, we had to collect

ADC outputs over a long data sequence, much longer than

256 samples. To achieve this, we used a programmable-

window data acquisition technique. Utilizing a STROBE

signal (synchronized to the repeating input data pattern)

and a programmable pulse generator, each acquisition

memory stores ADC outputs over a specific time window.

Table 1 Standalone ADC performance comparison

This work [3] [4] [5]

Architecture Flash Flash Flash Flash

Technology (nm) 65 65 180 32

Sampling rate (GS/s) 7.5 5 4 5

Max. input frequency (GHz) 6 2.5 1.3 2.5

Resolution (bits) 4.5 6 4 6

ENOB (bits) 3.8 5 3.4 4.8

FOM (pJ/conv.-step) 0.49 1.97 2.16 0.06

Power (mW) 52 320 89 8.5

Area (mm2) 0.01 0.3 0.88 0.02

Fig. 14 Die photograph of the two-way time-interleaved ADC chip
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As shown in Fig. 16, once the STROBE signal fires, the

programmable pulse generator counts clkmem cycles and

disables the clksr signal after (M ? 1) 9 128 cycles, where

M corresponds to the programmed window number.

Though the main shift register only keeps the most recent

128 data samples, the acquisition memory can save ADC

outputs for long data sequences by incrementing M to

collect data within any time window between

(M 9 128) ? 1 and (M ? 1) 9 128 clkmem cycles from

assertion of the STROBE signal. Repeated measurements

with the same input and STROBE signals and sweeping

M (programmed with a serial interface) from 0 to 210

enable capturing 26,880 data samples. Since two acquisi-

tion memories are time-interleaved, as described in Fig. 15,

up to 53,760 consecutive data samples can be acquired.

Since abruptly disabling the clksr can result in dI/dt noise

on the supply, the test chip includes a dummy shift register

and forwards clksr to clksr_dummy when clksr is disabled.

In TI-ADCs, mismatches between the ADCs (e.g., gain

mismatch and time skew) may degrade the overall ADC

performance. While the comparator offset calibration cir-

cuits can handle the gain mismatch between the two time-

interleaved ADCs, the time skew between the two differ-

ential sampling clocks, if not addressed, can affect the TI-

ADC performance. Figure 17 shows the impact of time

skew on the TI-ADC performance. Three simulated FFT

plots with different skew conditions (i.e., no skew, 1-ps

skew and 10-ps skew) based on an accurate behavioral

ADC model presented in [17] are shown. The time skew

introduces spurs at ± fin ± fs/2 (i.e., ± 4.95 ± 1024/

2 = 0.17 and 10.07 GHz) which significantly degrades

SNDR performance. Figure 18 presents the measured FFT

at 10.24 GS/s with 4.95 GHz sinusoidal input. The spur at

0.17 GHz implies that a 9-ps of time skew exist between

the two time-interleaved ADCs.

Performance of the TI-ADC was evaluated at 10.24 GS/

s with a near-Nyquist frequency input (fin = 4.95 GHz).

The measured SNDR is 22.7 dB, which translates to 3.5

ENOB, and power consumption was 77 mW from a 1 V

supply. The FOM at this operating point is 0.65 pJ/con-

version-step. Table 2 compares performance of the pro-

posed TI-ADC with prior published works that have

sampling rate higher than 10 GS/s. The proposed TI-ADC

occupies much smaller area, at least 10 times smaller than

other designs. This is mainly because the proposed TI-

ADC can implement two-way time-interleaving by relying

on the high input bandwidth and high sampling rate of the

standalone ADC. Lastly, the FOM and sampling rate are

comparable to prior work.

To estimate the TI-ADC-based receiver’s performance,

a test setup with a PRBS input data sequence and a back-

plane channel was used, as shown in Fig. 19. A 10.24 GHz

high-frequency clock source is used to generate the input

data pattern and is divided by two to provide half-rate

clocks for the receiver (i.e., TI-ADC chip). As discussed

(M+1)×128 cycles
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Fig. 16 Timing diagram of the proposed on-chip acquisition memory
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above, time skew between the two time-interleaved ADC

sampling clocks degrades the ADC SNDR performance

significantly. However, the impact of time skew on the

receiver performance is relatively low, especially when

there is sufficient timing margin, as the goal of receiver is

in recovering the incoming data bits rather than correctly

digitizing the incoming signal. Therefore, no extra circuits

for time skew adjustment is employed. Figure 20 shows

eye diagrams captured by the TI-ADC- based receiver test

setup. Two channel scenarios, a coaxial cable and a 1600

backplane channel, were used to evaluate receiver perfor-

mance with negligible and significant amounts of channel

imperfections, respectively. While the eye diagram with a

coaxial cable is wide open, the eye diagram with a 1600

backplane channel is completely closed due to channel

bandwidth limitations and imperfections. In order to open

the completely closed eye in Fig. 20(b), we post-processed

the results using a receiver-side equalizer with 7-tap FFE

and 13-tap DFE from [17]. Figure 21 shows eye diagrams

before and after equalization. The open equalized eye

diagram confirms that the accuracy of the proposed front-

end TI-ADC is sufficient for a digital equalizer to reliably

reconstruct the original input sequence. While more

extensive discussions on equalizer configuration may

reveal interesting features enabled by the ADC-based

receivers, they are beyond the scope of this paper.

5 Conclusion

A 7.5 GS/s 4.5 bit flash ADC and a 10.24 GS/s two-way

TI-ADC have been presented. The proposed two-stage T/H

structure effectively decouples the input node that requires

high bandwidth from the heavily loaded output node to

Table 2 TI-ADC performance

comparison
This work [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]

Architecture Flash Flash Pipeline Flash Flash SAR

TI depth 2 8 8 4 4 8

Technology (nm) 65 65 90 40 40 65

Resolution (bits) 4.5 5 6 6 6 6

ENOB (bits) 3.5 3.9 5.1 4.6 5.1 4.0

Sampling rate (GS/s) 10.24 12 10.3 10 10.3 10

Power (mW) 77 81 1600 139 240 79

FOM (pJ/conv.-step) 0.65 0.46 4.56 0.59 0.7 0.48

Area (mm2) 0.02 0.44 N/A 0.35 0.27 0.52

PRBS generator 

clksamp 

RESET
clkmem 

clksync 

Dout 

Two-way 
time-interleaved 

ADC chip 
DIV 2 

Computer 

16’’ channel

STROBE

in

HF source 
(10.24 GHz) 

Fig. 19 Block diagram of the ADC-based receiver test setup
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achieve high input bandwidth with low power consump-

tion. Furthermore, the sampling clock duty cycle control

technique allocates more tracking time to the bandwidth-

limited second T/H stage when the sampling rate is high.

The combination of the two techniques reliably extends

sampling rates without significant power penalties, simul-

taneously achieving high input bandwidth, high sampling

rate, and low power consumption. The proposed digital

offset calibration block not only compensates for random

offsets due to on-die parameter variations, but also cancels

out systematic offsets imposed by T/H nonlinearity.

Two test-chip prototypes were fabricated in a 65 nm

CMOS process to evaluate the performance of a standalone

ADC and that of a TI-ADC separately. Experimental

results measured from the standalone ADC chip demon-

strate that the proposed ADC with two-stage T/H and

sampling clock duty cycle control achieves 3.8 ENOB at

7.5 GS/s while consuming only 52 mW, which translates

to a 0.49 pJ/conversion-step FOM. The TI-ADC chip

operating at 10.24 GS/s achieves a FOM of 0.65 pJ/con-

version-step, which is comparable to prior work. The active

area is only 0.02 mm2, which is at least 10 times smaller

than the previous works, as only two ADCs are time-in-

terleaved. The experimental results with the ADC-based

receiver test setup confirm that the TI-ADC successfully

quantizes an input data sequence and post processing via a

digital equalizer recovers the original input sequence.
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